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“Justice for Sara is a powerful cocktail of seeking the truth and finding your path,
all while racing towards the climactic ending. Spindler without a doubt keeps fans on the
edge of their seats.”
– Suspense Magazine
“Spindler’s latest does a fantastic job…unraveling the mystery and revealing long-held
secrets. The cast of suspects is unique and entertaining, and the small-town setting has an
atmospheric quality that ramps up the tension.”
– RT Book Reviews (Top Pick!)

JUSTICE
FOR SARA
A Thriller

Erica Spindler
Kat McCall was seventeen when her sister Sara was
murdered, brutally beaten to death with a baseball bat. And
as her sister lay dying inside the home they shared, Kat
claimed she was locked in her bedroom, unaware of the tragedy unfolding just outside
her door. In JUSTICE FOR SARA (St. Martin’s Press, August 6, 2013), New York
Times bestseller Erica Spindler delivers a fast-paced whodunit, an ingeniously-plotted
thriller, in which the entire cast of characters seems suspect.
Liberty Chief of Police Stephen Tanner was convinced it was Kat who carried out the
crime, and so had her charged and tried. But in the case of the People of Louisiana vs.
Katherine Ann McCall, Kat was found not guilty.

Ten years have passed since Kat picked up and left little Liberty, Louisiana – and the site
of her sister’s murder – for a fresh start on the west coast. End of story—except despite
moving more than 2,500 miles from her childhood home, Kat still receives the letters.
Letters, taunting her, threatening her, and demanding she seek justice for Sara’s death.
Finally prompted to move home to catch the killer no one else could and seek justice for
both her and her sister, Kat snoops around and gets hot for the police chief’s son,
Sergeant Luke Tanner. Together the two reopen the decade-old case, reconvening with
the leading players: Danny Sullivan, her sister’s ex-boyfriend and gambling addict; Ryan
Benton, Kat’s gold-digging, short-tempered ex-flame; and Bitsy Cavenaugh, Kat’s
jealousy-riddled childhood friend.
Spindler expertly interjects Kat’s detective work with riveting flashbacks to that fatal day
10 years ago, helping to unravel the mystery and expose long-hidden secrets. Readers
will be left clamoring for clues hidden between the lines and second-guessing their own
detective work. And even after the true killer is revealed, there are a few mores stones left
to unturn…
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